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ChatM.AI - Revolutionize your website with AI chatbot using just one line of code!

 
 

MetaReal Corporation (Headquarters: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Junichi Goishi) and its subsidiary, 

Rozetta Corporation (Headquarters: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Maro Watanabe), are pleased to announce 

the release of "ChatM.AI" ( https://chatm.ai/ ), a service that allows easy installation of AI chatbots on any 

website. The service will be available starting June 20, 2023. 

 

 
 

https://chatm.ai/ 

 

[Features of "ChatM.AI"] 

 

"ChatM.AI" is a convenient service that allows AI to learn the content of any website and provide answers 

through a chatbot. 

 

"ChatM.AI" is a groundbreaking service for site administrators and individual users. AI chatbot integration 

is realized with a simple process, making information gathering easier than ever before. Moreover, the 

service can be used for free up to a certain number of times, allowing you to try it out with ease. 

 

1. Easy AI chatbot integration 

With "ChatM.AI," all you need to do is enter your website URL on the service page and add the displayed 

JS code to your website's source code to easily transform any site into an AI chatbot. "ChatM.AI" reads the 

site information from the entered URL domain and provides answers accordingly. This facilitates smooth 

communication with customers and can potentially improve business efficiency. 

 

2. Answers are based on all information available on the site 

"ChatM.AI" acts as a concierge, with AI providing answers based on all information within the site 

(including PDF data). The information source for the answers is the site's content, and the source of the 

information is also provided. 
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ChatM.AI Introduction Video: https://youtu.be/1TUq5grDSbM 

 

 

Give this innovative service, "ChatM.AI,” a try and experience the ease of information gathering and 

improved communication with customers, leading to increased business efficiency. 

 

 

[Overview of "ChatM.AI"] 

 

Service Name: ChatM.AI 

Target: Individuals and businesses 

Features: Easy AI chat implementation for websites 

Product Site: https://chatm.ai 

Service Series: Offering the generative AI platform "MetaReal AI,” in-house AI/AI app development 

"neurassist,” on-premises environment AI customization "neuraleap,” fully customized AI development 

"neuraforce,” and AI chat "ChatM.AI." 

 

 

[Impact on business performance] 

 

Impact of this transaction on business results for the current fiscal year will be minor. 

 

 

 

About MetaReal Corp. 

Company name: MetaReal Corp. 

URL: https://www.metareal.jp/ 

Location: New Kudan Building, 3-7-1 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 

Representative: Junichi Goishi 

Established: February 2004 

Business description: Language barrier-free services through AI translation; planning, development and 

operation of VR life services 

 

About Rozetta Corp. 

Company Name: Rozetta Corp. 

URL: https://www.rozetta.jp/ 

Location: 3-7-1 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
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Representative: Maro Watanabe, CEO 

Business: Development and operation of highly accurate AI automatic translation, aiming to liberate the 

world from linguistic barriers. Rozetta's automatic translation products have been adopted by over 6,000 

companies and organizations globally, serving various fields such as medicine, law, finance, IT 

communications, semiconductors, and precision equipment. 

 

 

Inquiries regarding this matter 

Rozetta Corp. 

MetaReal AI Team 

Email: metarealai-pr@rozetta.jp 

 

 

Inquiries about product and service content 

Inquiry Site: https://metarealai.com/ 
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